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While there has been no thematic research programme on the 
dendrochronology of cruck buildings in Scotland, crucks have
been studied from time in time in other projects over the last few
decades, ever since dendrochronology was first applied in Scotland
by Professor Mike Baillie and his colleagues at Queens University
Belfast in the 1970s.1 Since the late 1980s the authors of this paper
have been developing dendrochronology in Scotland further,2 and
we have studied a number of crucks in the course of that work. A
recent and very comprehensive survey of the evidence for crucks
in Scotland3 references the successfully dendro-dated examples
when discussing the chronology of these buildings. This article
presents those dated examples in more detail and examines the
dendrochronological potential of other buildings. 
The article is arranged according to the three timber species

most frequently encountered in investigation of Scotland’s crucks:
pine (Pinus sylvestris), ash (Fraxinus excelsior) and oak (Quercus
sp.). So far, dendrochronological dates have only been achieved
for pine crucks, but several ash and oak cruck frames have been
analysed or assessed, and their characteristics are worth sum-
marising here too.
The value of such work goes beyond dating the individual

buildings. It also provides insights into the use of local timber 
resources in a country that apparently relied in large part on 
imported timber since the late medieval period – a picture, how-
ever, which is likely to be skewed towards imported timber due
to various biases and gaps in Scottish data collection and
survival.4 Studying vernacular buildings addresses this bias 
because, where Scottish cruck frames have been investigated, they
are usually built with local native timber, and they also provide
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also dated in SCOT2K. In other words, it is a relatively high-
status building in comparison to the later smaller crucks.
Where at all possible, we took multiple samples from each

SCOT2K building, to enhance the site signal and to increase the
chance of dating. Badden Cottage near Kincraig, also known as
Baden Cottage, is a single-storey cruck cottage with all structural
timbers of pine including three jointed and pegged cruck frames,
each with two collars (fig.1). Its purlins and roof poles are also of
pine, and remnants of a turf and heather thatch survived under the
corrugated tin roof when sampling took place. Some 28 samples
were taken from 23 timbers, of which only 13 had more than 55
rings and the longest sequence had 87 rings. The material was
challenging: dating involved three phases of sampling and analysis.
The resultant Badden Cottage chronology matches most closely
with Northern Cairngorms reference material,9 indicating a local
source. The results of the samples analysis show the main 
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valuable tree-ring evidence for buildings of the post-medieval and
early modern periods which have seen less commissioned work
than buildings of the late medieval period. All that said, only a
small proportion of extant Scottish historic buildings of any type
have been subject to dendrochronology, compared to England and
other countries across Scandinavia and Europe, a situation we are
striving to improve by advocating for improved condition setting
and funding in Scotland.

Pine crucks 
While the SCOT2K project – funded by the Natural Environment
Research Council (NERC) – was principally about gathering 
native pine tree-ring data for climate reconstruction, it included a
historical strand which allowed 35 historic pine structures to be
analysed.5 This project developed a new methodology which 
assisted the dating of pine, whereby both ring width and a proxy
for latewood density were measured.6 SCOT2K also built up a
substantial network of native pine reference data from living trees
and sub-fossil material from lochs,7 without which dating of the
historic structures would have been impossible. This approach 
allowed 20 of the 35 historic structures to be dated,8 and of those
20, seven were cruck buildings (Table 1), all situated in northern
Scotland, near native pinewood locations.
The earliest dated pine cruck was the White House at 

Killiehuntly, near Kingussie, where a section of a cruck, with 102
rings, produced a felling date of AD 1730 (Table 1). Usually 
multiple samples are required, but the high ring count and concen-
tration of other local reference data allowed this single sample to
work. The timber structure was hidden under wall coverings during
a site visit in 2013, and the sample was provided later by the estate
during renovations, so the details of the cruck structure were not
observed. However, this cottage had full-height ground-floor and
attic rooms and was clearly larger than the other dated pine-
cruck cottages and byres which all date to between 1771 and
c.1815 (Table 1). The White House was probably the main 
Killiehuntly farmhouse before the mid-19th-century replacement,
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Site name Region NGR Span of
chronology

Felling
date

The White House,
Killiehuntly Farm,
cruck

Highland NN79209880 1629-1730 1730

Badden Cottage,
cruck, Kincraig

Highland NH82510614 1704–1801 1771,
1801

In HFM: Sample
HFM04; collar, un-
known site

Highland NH51794870 1558–1771 1771

In HFM: HFM01,
Morilemor Farm,
cruck, Tomatin

Highland NH80432837 1644–1779 1779

The Red House,
crucks, Mar Lodge

Aberdeen-
shire

NO00298688 1707–1808 1799,
c.1808

In HFM: HFM03,
collar, Aultvaich
cruck

Highland NH51794870 1662–1778 c.1800

Inverey cruck Aberdeen-
shire

NO09018931 1667–1801 c.1801,
c.1815

Table 1. Dendrochronological dates for native pine cruck buildings
from the SCOT2K dendrochronology project. Key: HFM = Highland
Folk Museum.



around 1815. The early 19th-century date suggests the cruck 
is part of the improvement-era reorganisation of the Mar Estate
settlement pattern.
The Red House at Mar Lodge Estate is a single-storey cottage

with two main construction phases. Period 1 is represented by
four upright cruck posts embedded in the rear wall, the remnants
of a jointed cruck-frame building. Most of the Period 1 building
was demolished during the Period 2 construction, with the cruck
frame largely removed. Both phases were sampled, but most 
samples were short sequences or fragmented on coring. Only two
longer, more intact samples from Period 1 cruck posts have been
dated against local native pine reference chronologies. Both have
bark-edge, and the sequences end at 1799 and 1808, but the latter
has a particularly difficult outer compressed zone and dated better
when truncated, so is quoted as felled in c.1808. Several expla-
nations for the difference in dates of adjacent cruck posts are 
possible, a likely one being that Mar Estate was stockpiling timber
for local use from its own forestry operations. The early 19th-
century date for the Period 1 cruck building is similar to the
nearby Inverey cruck. 
The remaining pine crucks dated as part of the SCOT2K 

project all come from timbers in the collection of the Highland
Folk Museum (HFM) in Newtonmore. The timbers were mostly
collected from Highland cruck buildings demolished a long time
ago, and not all of them have surviving labels. Three of the ten
HFM samples have been dated, including a core from unlabelled
collar HFM04 (Table 1). It has a felling date of 1771 and is long-
lived slow-grown pine with over 200 rings. Timber HFM01 is a
cruck blade from a cottage at Morilemor Farm in Tomatin: the
core has 136 rings and was felled in 1779. Timber HFM03 is a
collar from a cruck-frame cottage at Aultvaich. The core has 117
rings, spans 1662–1778 and has about a centimetre of the outside
edge missing, having disintegrated on coring. It is estimated to
have been felled around 1800. The HFM timbers all fall into the
emerging cluster of Highland pine cruck dates in the late 18th to
early 19th centuries, built with local native pine timber.
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construction phase employed
timber felled in 1801. However,
one sample from a short, loose
piece of timber found near the
east end of the building has a
felling date of 1771. It has been
shaped into a point at one end

but otherwise has no diagnostic features. Either it dates from an
otherwise undetected earlier phase of building or it was reused in
the 1801 construction. All the timber comes from trees that started
life around 1700, and the use of plantation material is a possibility.
A single-storey cruck outbuilding in Inverey, near Mar Lodge

in the Cairngorms, was thought to be a former byre. It has six
jointed pine cruck frames with all joints pegged. Eleven timbers
were sampled, at least one in each frame, and nine were dated,
spanning the period 1667–1801. The ring counts were higher and
the timber slower grown than at Badden Cottage, and dating
worked with a smaller number of samples, not least because of
the proximity of living tree reference data from Mar Lodge Estate.
Several timbers had bark edge, with a slight spread of end dates
(1799–1801) seen in the main phase, but with difficult compressed
rings at the outer edges possibly accounting for the variation.
Hence the quotation of felling dates as c.1801 and c.1815 in Table
1, the latter from the north-east end, based on a core with a dated
inner section and an outer fragment not included in the site
chronology. The results are interpreted as a main construction of
1801 or soon after, with the north-east end extended or modified
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Figure 1. Jointed pine cruck detail:
Badden Cottage near Kincraig, 
dendro-dated to 1801. (Photograph
by Coralie Mills, 2012)



has also been suggested that Corrimony Grange Barn may have
been the original dwelling superseded by the 1740 house, so the
barn could be an early example. The hipped end is a feature that
Corrimony Grange Barn shares with undated Groam Cottage in
Kirkhill near Beauly (Table 2), which also has single-piece,
curved pine crucks, albeit on a smaller scale. From historical map
evidence, Groam Cottage could be a lone survivor from a pre-
improvement township. Two composite cruck buildings at Croft
Roy, Newtonmore, a house and byre, must be relatively late; even
though joints were pegged throughout, circular saw marks were
observed on timbers in both buildings which indicates a date after
about 1820.10 Other undated pine crucks investigated in SCOT2K
include ruinous Woodside Cottage on the Alvie Estate, other 
elements in the Highland Folk Museum timber collection and 
the Glen Fender Cruck (fig.2) in the Atholl Country Life 
Museum which was built with especially young fast-grown pine.
Low ring count was the most common limiting factor encountered
in dendro-dating Scot-
tish vernacular native
pine buildings in the
SCOT2K project.
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Several other pine cruck buildings were investigated through
SCOT2K but could not be dated (Table 2). The most well-known
of these, Corrimony Grange Barn in Glenurquhart, is quite dif-
ferent to the jointed cruck buildings, not only in scale but in form,
with five substantial pairs of pine single-piece cruck blades, hand
hewn into curved shapes, linked by a collar and, at the apex, by a
curved ‘yoke’ tie. There is a surviving timber hip-cruck at one end,
and it is thought both ends were originally hipped. Unfortunately,
despite good ring counts, the cores came out too fragmented to
be able to date. Tradition has it that adjacent Old Corrimony
House, built in 1740, was spared from being burned in the
reprisals after the Battle of Culloden just a few years later, and it
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Site name Region Comment
Corrimony Grange Barn
(cruck), Glenurquhart

Highland Multiple samples, reasonably long
sequence lengths but condition
caused core fragmentation

Croft Roy House (cruck),
Newtonmore

Highland Multiple samples but short 
sequence lengths, circular saw
marks mean construction must
have been after c.1820

Croft Roy Byre (cruck),
Newtonmore

Highland Multiple samples but short 
sequence lengths, circular saw
marks mean construction must
have been after c.1820

Groam Cottage (cruck),
Kirkhill near Beauly

Highland Cottage has two cruck frames with
curved crucks and hipped end, six
samples but mostly short 
sequences and poor condition

Highland Folk Museum
(HFM), 10 undated 
timbers sampled from the
collection

Highland Representing several Highland
buildings with low sample numbers
and mixed sequence lengths; the
best three HFM samples have
been dated (see Table 1)

Woodside Cottage (cruck),
Alvie Estate

Highland Ruined cruck, multiple samples
but a very disparate group, with
mostly short sequences and poor
condition

Glen Fender cruck in Atholl
Country Life Museum

Perthshire Preliminary sampling revealed
very short sequence length,
c.20–30 rings

Table 2. Pine crucks sampled but not dated in the SCOT2K project.

Figure 2. Glen Fender pine
cruck frame in Atholl 
Country Life Museum, un-
dated due to short sequence
lengths. (Photograph by
Coralie Mills, 2016)



cross-matching was limited to pairs, which hampered any potential
dating. Many timbers however had a final partial ring of spring
vessels suggesting the likelihood of a common felling episode,
and all of the species used could have been obtained locally.
A mixture of species was also used throughout Sunnybrae 

Cottage, Pitlochry, a property owned by Historic Environment
Scotland. The cabers were primarily birch with a few pine, the
purlins were pine, while the cruck blades, posts and collars were
all ash, as were a window lintel and a post supporting the ridge
purlin.13 Analysis focused on the ash, of which ten timbers were
sampled. The sequences were all young, between 22 and 85 years
of age but, nonetheless, their analysis produced some valuable 
results. This showed that only four trees had been used to 
construct the roof, and that some of the ash timbers had been
reused following later renovations. A modern ash chronology,
based on living trees in Perthshire, was constructed as part of 
the Sunnybrae project but it only extended as far back as 1804
and there was no correlation between it and the Sunnybrae tree-
ring series. 
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Ash crucks
Two Scottish cruck cottages with ash frames have been investi-
gated dendrochronologically, but not yet dated. While work has
begun on developing native ash chronologies11 they are not yet
sufficiently long or well replicated for dating purposes. It is 
understood that there are several other ash crucks known in 
Scotland, and it would be worth developing ash dendrochronology
further for dating applications.
At Moirlanich Longhouse (figs 3 and 4) near Killin the National

Trust for Scotland commissioned dendrochronology in the 1990s.12
A total of 23 timbers were sampled across the five-framed structure
revealing they were mostly ash, but elm (Ulmus sp.), sycamore
(Acer pseudoplatanus) and pine were also present. Only the ash
and elm were suitable for dendrochronological analysis because
they produced several sequences longer than 50 years. However,
the longest ash sequence only had 71 rings while the longest 
elm had 64 rings – modest lengths. The sequences proved rather
complacent (i.e. having little variation in ring-width) and internal
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Figure 3. Moirlanich Longhouse, a National Trust for Scotland property near
Killin, Stirlingshire, photographed during a visit by the Native Woodlands
Discussion Group in 2017. (Photograph by Coralie Mills)

Figure 4. Moirlanich Longhouse photographed during the same
NWDG visit as fig.3, showing timbers in the byre end. (Photograph
by Coralie Mills)



sequences, between 125 and 166 rings; they match each other and
there is intact bark edge on one. They had been recorded at Queens
University Belfast (QUB) as crucks from a ‘Dumfries House’ 
but with no detail of which building. Our recent enquiries with 
Dumfries Museum curator Joanne Turner, greatly assisted by
Dave Brown at the QUB dendro-lab, have revealed that they must
be from a cruck building on Loreburn Street in Dumfries. This is
the same building as recorded by Geoffrey Stell in his provisional
list of crucks in Scotland as on ‘Loreburn and Shakespeare
Streets’.18 Geoffrey Stell assisted Mike Baillie in locating samples
for developing oak dendrochronology in Scotland and records
fragments of this cruck building being in the Dumfries Museum.
A photograph from the 1950s shows the then curator Alfred
Truckell inspecting the building (fig.6); this appears to have been
taken partway through demolition which occurred after a truck
accidentally drove into it. This is the only example of an urban
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Oak crucks
Rather surprisingly perhaps, no oak cruck frames have yet 
been dendro-dated in Scotland, and only three have been investi-
gated, all in or near Dumfries. The single-storey cruck cottage at 
Torthorwald was being restored in the early 1990s when we 
visited to assess it. The structure was recorded fully by Geoffrey
Stell:14 three open cruck frames each had a collar and were joined
by a saddle piece at the apex. The frame was made of irregular
young oak timber. We took two core samples, but they only had
between 30 and 45 rings and remain undated. A similar style of
oak cruck-frame building at Priorslynn (fig.5) near Canonbie,15
albeit with five frames and using more regular timbers, was paid
an assessment visit in 2019 and does have better dendro-dating
potential. Geoffrey Stell thought both Torthorwald and Priorslynn
crucks are likely to date to the second half of the 18th century16
or possibly earlier.17

Three samples from oak cruck timbers held in Dumfries 
Museum were analysed by Mike Baillie in 1976 but could not 
be dated. These have high dating potential, with relatively long 
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Figure 5. Priorslynn oak cruck near Canonbie, Dumfriesshire, during 
restoration by Alex Gibbons. (Photograph by Coralie Mills, 2019)

Figure 6. Alfred 
Truckell, curator of the
Dumfries Museum, in-
specting the cruck
building at Loreburn
Street, Dumfries in the
1950s. (Photograph
courtesy of Dumfries
Museum)



The list of dated Scottish late medieval and early post-medieval
native oak timber buildings of any type is short, further limiting
the reference data available. Improving the level of support and
uptake of dendrochronology in Scotland’s built heritage generally
would greatly improve the chances of dating any individual 
building. 
Conventional dendrochronology needs good ring counts, and

a limitation is that we have often encountered rather young timber
in Scottish vernacular buildings. However, there is future potential
for a new oxygen isotope dating method to be applied to shorter
oak sequences, a technique being developed at the University of
Swansea,25 although this would also first depend upon building
up a considerable body of native tree-ring isotope reference data
here. Continuing developments in the methodologies around Blue
Intensity may also assist with the dating of short sequences.26
Radiocarbon wiggle matching, unfortunately, would not work 
for most of the post-medieval period due to limitations of the 
calibration curve. 
Technical advances aside, though, our largest challenge is in

having the importance of Scottish historic vernacular timbers
recognised and any impacts on them appropriately mitigated
through planning requirements by the curatorial authorities for
recording, dendrochronological assessment, and where appropriate,
sampling and analysis. Recording the woodworking evidence
alongside dendrochronological investigation is worthwhile, bring-
ing additional insights regarding the development of technologies
that have the potential to be precisely dated.27
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cruck building so far sampled for dendrochronology in Scotland,
and there is a good chance that it will eventually be dated.
These three oak cruck buildings (Torthorwald, Priorslynn and

Loreburn Street) are all identified as post-medieval buildings in
Canmore – Historic Environment Scotland’s online national
record – and it appears Dumfriesshire held on to local oak timber
resources longer than many parts of Scotland, given the switch to
imported oak often observed elsewhere from around the mid-15th
century.19 There is great potential for extension of the historic oak
tree-ring record in the Dumfries and Galloway region beyond the
few sites so far analysed.20

Discussion
The number of Scottish cruck buildings investigated dendro-
chronologically is small, only amounting to about 18 (not counting
the undated sampled timbers in the Highland Folk Museum 
collection) – a tiny proportion of what must have existed.21 So 
far, we have dendro-dates for seven cruck buildings, all native
pine examples from northern Scotland.22 The earliest one dates 
to 1730 but the rest cluster in the late 18th to early 19th century.
Tantalisingly, Corrimony Grange Barn, quite possibly an earlier
pine-cruck building, has sufficient rings in principle but the cores
were too fragmented for dating. The success of the SCOT2K 
project in providing dates for seven cruck buildings relied upon
the accompanying development of a network of well-replicated
long native pine chronologies and the application of a new tech-
nique, Blue Intensity, a proxy for latewood density measurements,
alongside ring width measurements.23

Piers Dixon has highlighted the importance of dendrochronol-
ogy in resolving the chronological development of cruck-frame
building in Scotland,24 but further development of oak and ash 
regional reference chronologies will be needed to facilitate dating
of crucks built with these species. Our Scottish oak post-medieval
tree-ring reference data sets are thin and patchy, ash even more
so; very few old living oak and ash woods have yet been analysed.
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